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Edward IV: A Possible Halfpenny for the Coventry Mint 

Lee Stone 

 

During Edward IV’s recoinage of 1464/5, extra royal mints were opened to cope with the need 

for the new light coinage.  In July 1465 the mints of Bristol, Coventry and Norwich were 

opened and in the case of York re-opened for this purpose.  Blunt and Whitton (Whitton, 1945-

8) suggested that both Coventry and Norwich were closed by September 1465 after just two 

months of production.  Even though they are quite rare Norwich halfpennies are known from 

two obverse dies. The first die which is included in P & B Withers book (Withers, 2004) on 

the halfpennies of Edward IV has a sun mintmark and quatrefoils by the bust. It is likely that 

this style of obverse might appear in any similar halfpenny being produced by the Coventry 

mint.  Groats of Coventry are well known and at least one halfgroat has been recorded. It is 

feasible that Coventry halfpennies were struck and a possible candidate came to light in 2017 

as part of a lot sold by Timeline Auctions, London. Fig.1 is a photograph of that coin. Although 

it has been badly clipped some parts of the obverse and reverse legends can be seen. 

 

Fig.1 Possible Edward IV Coventry halfpenny. 

 

Obverse: [EDWA]RD [?] DI [?] [GR]A [?] REX 

Reverse: [C]IVI [TAS] [C]OVE [TRE] 

Note: Quatrefoils at the shoulders 

 

The bottom quarter of the reverse legend appears to have “IVI” which would suggest the first 

part of CIVITAS. This would suggest the mint name would start in the top quarter of the reverse 

in the above photograph. Although it is slightly double struck the letters “OV” can be made 

out. It is very likely that it actually reads “OVE”. Fig.2 shows the comparison of the visible 
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halfpenny mint name and that of a Coventry groat (PAS, 2016). In Coventry groats and 

halfgroats the mint name is split across two quarters with COVE in one and TRE in another. It 

is likely this format would occur in the halfpenny. 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Comparison of halfpenny mint name (bottom) and Coventry Groat. 

 

Although this halfpenny is not in the best condition and a sizeable part of the coin has been 

lost it is the opinion of the author that this could be an Edward IV Coventry halfpenny.  
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